HOUSE RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THE SEASON
We have a selection of fantastic wines to pair with this new season's produce.
These distinctive wines, all available by the glass or bottle,
match beautifully with our seasonal dishes.

WHITE
SEMILLON
SAUVIGNON/BLANC

125ml

175ml

250ml

Bottle

£4.50 £5.95 £8.50 £25.00

RED

125ml

175ml

250ml

Bottle

CARIGNAN VIELLES
£4.50 £5.95 £8.50 £25.00
VIGNES TEMPRANILLO RESERVA

Bergerac, France
Château Grinou have noticed a new-found vibrancy to their grapes
and wines since insisting on using organic techniques. From the
idyllic, rolling hills of Bergerac, this Sauvignon-Semillon blend has
a bit of everything you fancy: zippy and herbaceous, with delicate
floral and ripe tropical notes. A real thirst quencher!

Coteaux de Peyriac, France

RIESLING,

VALPOLICELLA
SUPERIORE RIPASSO

£5.25 £7.25 £10.25 £30.00

MOUVEDRE
GRENACHE/SYRAH

£5.25 £7.25 £10.25 £30.00

£5.25 £7.25 £10.25 £30.00
Homer, Marlborough, New Zealand
Lime, lemon and grapefruit flavours to the fore from flagship
New Zealand producer Michiel Eradus, a lip-smacking Riesling
so easy to drink you will be thirsty for more. A true Odyssey!.

SAUVIGNON BLANC,

£5.25 £7.25 £10.25 £30.00
Rosario, San Pedro, Chile
The herbaceous and vibrant tropical fruit aromas and zippy
acidity so admired in Sauvignon Blanc are wonderfully expressed
in Rosario. This wine is vibrant and refreshing, a real crowd pleaser.

Deep in flavours with notes of ripe blackberries, wild Mediterranean
herbs and savoury liquorice, this wine is smooth in texture and long
on the finish.This wine is the perfect excuse to fall and winter time
as it'll match perfectly with your Sunday roast, game, and our
fantastic selection of cheese.

Cecilia Beretta, Italy
Rich, velvety and round on the palate, with flavours of black plums,
black cherry, vanilla and a moreish chocolatey finish, it's a great
accompaniment to roasted red meats and hearty dishes.

Rhebokskloof Estate, Paarl, South Africa y
Vibrant juicy dark plum and black cherry fruit from the Grenache
& Shiraz mingle with the soft strawberry and earthy minerality of
Mourvèdre. A violet perfume is layered with white pepper, clove
and sweet cinnamon spices. This wine has a rich concentration of
flavours, a meaty structure and a balanced freshness running
through the palate.

BY THE GLASS
& BOTTLE
WHITE

125ml

175ml

250ml

Bottle

£5.20

£7.25

£20.95

£5.60

£7.85

£22.95

£6.00

£8.50

£23.95

£6.50

£8.95

£24.95

£6.65

£8.95

£25.95

£8.75

£12.50

£36.95

125ml

175ml

250ml

Bottle

£4.40

£6.00

£8.50

£23.95

75ml

125ml

Bottle

025. CORNEY & BARROW 10 YR OLDTAWNY PORT

£4.50

£7.50

£29.95

024. GRAHAM LBV, PORTUGAL

£4.50

£7.50

£29.95

060. DOMAINE LES ESCASSES 2016
£3.90
PRODUCTEURS PLAIMONT, FRANCE
Crisp, bright and fruity.
003. SAUVIGNON BLANC 2016
£4.10
PANUL ESTATE, CHILE
Vibrant Sauvignon Blanc. Zesty, herbaceous and extremely refreshing.
004. PINOT GRIGIO 2016
£4.40
MONTEVENTO, ITALY
Crisp and super easy drinking.
002. UNOAKED CHARDONNAY 2016
£4.65
GRENADIERS, FRANCE
Tropical with stone fruits
102. SAUVIGNON BLANCTARINGI
£4.75
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
A beautifully fresh, crisp palate with flavours of gooseberry
and ripe guava.
007. CHABLIS 2016
£6.40
VINCENT DAMPT, FRANCE
Minerality is the key here, laser sharp in its focus and intensity.

ROSÉ WINE
016. PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH 2016
MONTEVENTO, ITALY
A stunningly seductive wine that is light, dry and easy drinking.

PORT

BY THE GLASS
& BOTTLE
RED

125ml

063. NERO D'AVOLA 2015
£3.90
IL BARROCCIO, SICILY, ITALY
Spicy and juicy with plums and dark berries.
009. MERLOT 2016
£4.10
PANUL ESTATE, CHILE
Awash with a real purity of red fruits and finely toned tannins.
010. CABERNET/CARMENERE 2016
£4.40
EL CAMPESINO, CHILE
Coffee, chocolate & gentle spice, with green pepper and hedgerow fruit.
011. PINOT NOIR RESERVA 2015
£5.10
VINA MAR, CHILE
Spicy and ripe fruited, lush, round and tasty. Delicious in fact.
131. MALBEC
£4.95
BEEFSTEAK CLUB ESTATE
Vibrant aromas of crunchy red fruits and plum.
012. SHIRAZ 2016
£5.40
HEYWOOD ESTATE, AUSTRALIA
Ripe, elegant, rich & concentrated, spicy dark berries, plum & white pepper.
013. RIOJA CRIANZA 2014
£5.40
BODEGAS ZUGOBER, SPAIN
Rich plum and dark cherry fruit spiked with just enough vanilla spice.

SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE

175ml

250ml

Bottle

£5.20

£7.25

£20.95

£5.60

£7.85

£22.95

£6.00

£8.50

£23.95

£6.75

£9.50

£27.95

£6.95

£9.95

£28.50

£7.50

£10.50

£30.95

£7.50

£10.50

£30.95

125ml

Bottle

£6.25
017. PROSECCO, SPUMANTE CIELO ITALY
Fruity and elegant with a fresh and floral bouquet.
Heavenly bubbles to enjoy every day.
018. SPARKLING ROSE “LE COLTURE” BRUT NV, ITALY
£6.25
The perfect party pink, with its delicate mousse and ripe, red berry flavours.
103. JACQUES BONCOEUR, BRUT NV, FRANCE
£8.95
Toasted almonds on the nose and fresh lively flavours of citrus and apples.
International Wine Challenge 2015 Bronze Medal winner.

PUDDING WINE
020. MUSCAT DE BEAUMES DEVENISE 2009,
DOMAINE COYEAUX, FRANCE
Unctuous, with tangy, tropical and citrus fruit flavours.
021. CHATEAU BRIATTE 2011, SAUTERNES, FRANCE
Rich, ripe fruit, honey, marmalade and a citrus vitality.
022. ELYSIUM BLACK MUSCAT 2015, QUADY, USA
Rose petals on the nose, the palate is intense, rich and velvety.
023. PEDRO XIMENEZ SOLERA RESERVA NV
EMILIO LUSTAU, SPAIN
Luscious notes of dried figs, chocolate, caramel and coffee.

75ml

£25.95
£25.95
£44.95

125ml

£3.95

Half Bottle

Bottle

£17.95

£3.95

£4.75

£17.95

£3.95

£4.75

£19.95

£3.95

£4.95

£35.95

CRISP & LIGHT
WHITES

Bottle

3.

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2016, PANUL ESTATE, CHILE
The herbaceous and vibrant tropical fruit aromas and zippy acidity so admired
in Sauvignon Blanc are wonderfully expressed here. Zesty, vibrant and refreshing.

£22.95

4.

PINOT GRIGIO 2016, MONTEVENTO, ITALY
Crisp and super easy drinking Pinot Grigio. Too easy to drink really, be careful...
A fresh Pinot Grigio with rare depth and elegance from a youthful modern winery.

£23.95

031. PICPOUL DE PINET 2016, DOMAINE DE MORIN LANGARAN, FRANCE
Those crazy French huh...They produce a deliciously light, delicately perfumed, spectacularly
tasty, brilliant partner to seafood and they call it Picpoul de Pinet... Regardless of the name and
the funny shaped bottle this is excellent everyday drinking.

£25.95

102. SAUVIGNON BLANC TARINGI, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
A beautifully fresh, crisp palate with flavours of gooseberry and ripe guava.

£25.95

32. MUSCADET-SUR-LIE 2015, CHATEAU LA BRETONNERIE, FRANCE
Bone dry and as clean as a whistle... An excellent choice with seafood. Refreshing and tonic,
mineral-textured with the oyster shell scent evocative of its Atlantic home.

£28.50

33. GAVI DI GAVI 2016, RAIMONDO, ITALY
Ripe pear and white flowers dominate in this elegant and appealing Gavi di Gavi. Wine is the
lifeblood of the quiet town of Gavi, nestled snugly in the south eastern corner of Piedmont in
Northern Italy. Here, the Cortese grape flourishes on fossil-rich soils.

£30.95

005. SAUVIGNON BLANC 2016
LOFTHOUSE ESTATE, NEW ZEALAND
Over recent years the Marlborough wine region has become synonymous with the
Sauvignon Blanc grape. The relative cool climate here provides ideal conditions for this
varietal. The Lofthouse style offers nettle and citrus character with lovely crisp acidity.

£30.95

34. SANCERRE 2016, DOMAINE DE LA GRANDE MAISON, FRANCE
Exuberant Sancerre is hard to beat with its ripe, grassy fruit and complex minerality.
Classically structured and hailing from some of the finest slopes in the appellation.

£38.50

35. BLOCK 1A CHARDONNAY 2016, THE LANE, ADELAIDE HILLS, AUSTRALIA
£36.95
The Lane is one of the most exciting wine estates in Australia today. Cool temperatures
(for Australia at least!), ancient gravel/limestone and clay soils, meticulous vineyard work, and
sensitive winemaking melding ‘old world’ approaches with hi-tech vintner wizardry. This beauty
offers pure Chardonnay fruit, with a dash of spice and smoke.

AROMATIC
WHITES

Bottle

114. VIOGNIER 2015, TERRE DE LUMIERE, FRANCE
Very fashionable and a superbly versatile food partner, this elegant, mini masterpiece
sings from the glass. Acacia blossom and white peaches, with spice and weight.

£20.95

37. SAUVIGNON BLANC/VIURA 2016, VINA GAREDO, RUEDA, SPAIN
A highly rated Sauvignon blend from Spain... Fresh, tropical and tasty. A zesty and mouth
watering white, from a pioneering family winemaker in the classic Rueda region of Spain.

£24.95

40. RHINE RIESLING 2013, SCHLOSS SCHONBORN, GERMANY
From one of the oldest and most highly regarded estates in the Rhine that dates back to the
14th century. Light and fresh, a bright, refreshing Rheingau Riesling - an ideal lunchtime
wine or aperitif.

£32.95

41. PINOT GRIS 2015, ERADUS ESTATE, AWATERE, NEW ZEALAND
This Pinot Gris is spectacular with dainty aromas of white peach, pear and stone fruits on
the nose, a rich and viscous palate producing a beautifully versatile food partner.

£36.95

42. MACON-VERZE 2015, DOMAINES LEFLAIVE, FRANCE
Labelled as the 'least expensive fine wine in the world'. Rich, with a green, gold colour, a clean,
creamy, zesty nose and a palate that has a lovely density and almost waxen richness lifted by a
beautiful freshness and acidity.

£43.50

044. CHABLIS 1ER CRU “VAILLONS” 2015, DOMAINEVINCENT DAMPT, FRANCE
This is Vincent Dampt's expression of Premier Cru “Vaillons”, with citrus, orchard fruit and
a perfect balance of sea-shell minerality and rich creaminess, this Chablis has everything.

£50.95

FULL & RICH
WHITES

Bottle

002. UNOAKED CHARDONNAY 2016, GRENADIERS, FRANCE
Chardonnay from the new wave of modern thinking, southern French winemakers.
Expect richness, with stone fruit fleshy texture on the palate and a deliciously creamy
finish, but no oak here, just finely tuned Chardonnay, with a deliciously refreshing acidity.

£24.95

46. CHENIN BLANC 2015, OLDVINES ESTATE, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa's only women's empowerment winery was started in 1995 by mother and daughter
team, Irina von Holdt and Francoise Botha. Lush, rich and tropically fruited; a honey edged
beauty from South Africa's top drawer.

£28.50

47. "OAK AGED" RIOJA BLANCO 2013/14, BODEGAS ZUGOBER, SPAIN
This Rioja Blanco is rich but elegant, combining fruit and spice. Offering stylish white blossom
aromatics and concentrated fruit flavours spiked with cinnamon. The palate is creamy with a
pleasing freshness and great length.

£30.95

48. COTES DU RHONE BLANC 2015, TARDIEU LAURENT, FRANCE
This is supremely well-balanced, rounded, opulent and, best of all, fresh, with an uplifting,
bright finish - beautifully handled, expressive and rich but with good balance, punches well
above its weight.

£34.95

49. BOURGOGNE BLANC “LES SETILLES” 2014, OLIVIER LEFLAIVE, FRANCE
£35.95
Les Setilles is the fruit of selected vines from Meursault and Puligny-Montrachet, some fermented
in oak barrels, others in stainless steel tanks. The different components are then blended subtly to
give the perfect balance of freshness and weight, creaminess and minerality.
50. MONTAGNY “BONNEVEAUX” 1ER CRU 2015, OLIVIER LEFLAIVE, FRANCE
As fat as butter... But in a good way. Masses of fruit on the palate with a delicious acidity that
really impresses. Subtle hazelnut-cream flavours and textural richness. This wine goes on and
on and on...

£40.95

52. PULIGNY-MONTRACHET 2015, DOMAINE FRANCOIS CARILLON, FRANCE
£55.95
Pale, shimmering gold, this presents a very attractive blend of citrus, white flowers, crushed shell
minerals and warm pastry. The palate, similarly, balances purity and focus with underlying
richness.

ICONIC
WHITES

Bottle

53. RIESLING 2014, CARMEL ROAD, USA
£33.95
Carmel... Clint Eastwood was once Mayor here. A cool climate USA aromatic that sings from the
glass. Luscious, fruit forward and distinctly mineral. The finish is crisp, structured and long.
131. PINOT GRIGIO 2016, LA TUNELLA, FRIULI, ITALY
The Zorzettig family who own La Tunella, made the radical move in 1991 to build a brand new
winery and replace vines with international varieties. The results speak for themselves: full
bodied and expressive, with acacia blossom, tropical fruit and subtle brioche notes. This is not
your standard Pinot Grigio!

£33.95

007. CHABLIS 2016, VINCENT DAMPT, FRANCE
£36.95
Vincent Dampt is one of Chablis’ rising stars. The youngest generation of an impressive Chablis lineage,
Vincent is the son of Daniel Dampt and grandson of Jean Defaix, both admired Chablis
producers. Styled to give pleasure, Vincent Dampt’s steely, mineral wines are classic Chablis with a
touch of opulence. Minerality is the key here, laser sharp in its focus and intensity. Really good Chablis.
54. GEWURZTRAMINER “BEBLENHEIM” 2013/14, TRAPET, ALSACE, FRANCE
£38.95
Bright yellow-gold in colour, this has a wonderful nose, with hints of lychee and rosewater.
This 100% Gewurtztraminer, from the tiny site of Beblenheim is a very pure example with floral
notes, delicate spice and an elegant richness.
55. SAUVIGNON BLANC 2015, CAKEBREAD CELLARS, NAPA VALLEY, USA
£45.95
Characteristically fresh, pure and complex white grapefruit, guava, green apple, honeydew melon
and mineral aromas. It’s concentrated; guava, gooseberry and melon flavours persist into a long, lively
finish boasting bright citrus, light spice and mouth-watering mineral tones. Enjoy this beauty with
your favourite salad, seafood, poultry and veggie dishes.
56. MEURSAULT 2015, DOMAINE HENRI DARNAT, FRANCE
Rich and weighty, yet teasingly light on the finish, this is a benchmark white Burgundy.
Weighty and fleshy, with notes of lemon meringue, fresh almonds, white flowers and spice.

£55.95

ROSÉ
WINES

Bottle

016. PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH 2016, MONTEVENTO, ITALY
A stunningly seductive rosé that is light, dry and easy drinking.

£23.95

62. CHATEAU LA TOUR DE L'EVEQUE ROSÉ 2016, COTES DE PROVENCE, FRANCE
On the nose this wine offers subtle aromas of strawberries and raspberries laced with apricot
kernel and cream. The palate is ripe, with delicate red berries, a creamy texture and an
underlying minerality.

£35.95

63. SANCERRE ROSÉ 2016, DOMAINE TISSIER, FRANCE
This delicate, strawberry scented rose is made with 100% Pinot Noir. Production is tiny
and classically styled, with fine minerality and balance. A delicate petal pink colour,
succulent wild strawberry fruit on the palate and a refreshing acidity.

£42.95

SPARKLING
WINE

Bottle

17. PROSECCO, SPUMANTE CIELO ITALY
Fruity and elegant with a fresh and floral bouquet.
Heavenly bubbles to enjoy every day.

£25.95

18. SPARKLING ROSÉ “LE COLTURE” BRUT NV, ITALY
Made in Valdobbiadene in the heartland of Prosecco production, this is the perfect party pink
with its delicate mousse and ripe, red berry flavours.

£25.95

CHAMPAGNE

Bottle

103. JACQUES BONCOEUR, BRUT NV, FRANCE
Toasted almonds on the nose and fresh lively flavours of citrus and apples.
International Wine Challenge 2015 Bronze Medal winner.

£44.95

101. JACQUES BONCOEUR ROSE CHAMPAGNE N.V.
Champagne Jacques Boncoeur Brut Rose N.V. offers great value. Off dry in style
with classic red berry fruit and citrus on the palate. Clean and refreshing with
persistent bubbles.

£48.50

Jeroboam/Magnum

070. POL ROGERWHITE FOIL NV
£55.95
Pol Roger is one of the most easily-enjoyed well-made NV champagnes around.
Not one for the light hearted though as the stature of this wine is akin to perhaps this
Champagne’s most famous cheerleader…Winston Churchill. Could this be the
Champagne that helped us win the war?
72.

PERRIER-JOUET GRAND BRUT NV
A Champagne that is elegant yet delicate, with crisp citrus flavours and a lingering
creamy finish, displaying immense complexity.

£60.95
Magnum (1.5 litres)

73.

BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE BRUT NV
£65.95
The quintessential example of the full bodied Bollinger House style is made from 95%
Grand and Premier Crus grapes. A proportion of Special Cuvée is barrel-fermented,
this is highly unusual and is responsible for its rich, weighty personality.

075. LAURENT-PERRIER CUVEE ROSE BRUT NV
£79.95
With its distinctive bottle shape, the Cuvée Rosé is the most famous of all pink
champagnes. It's creamy, toasty and fresh with a hint of cherry fruit and some bright,
lemony acidity, carried by a tad of fruit sweetness.
108. BELLE EPOQUE 2007, PERRIER-JOUËT
£125.95
A refined and subtle blend of charm and elegance. The multiple facets of each wine
reveal a broad aromatic palette and a subtle persistence. Floral, stylish and diamond-cut:
the hallmark of wines from the House of Perrier-Jouët.
109. CRISTAL 2009, LOUIS ROEDERER
£165.95
Cristal is a remarkably balanced and refined champagne whose length is inimitable.
It has a silky texture and fruity aromas, complemented by a powerful mineral quality
with white fruit and citrus notes. Cristal is a wine that keeps well: it can be conserved
for over twenty years without losing its freshness and character.

£170.95

SOFT & FRUITY
REDS

Bottle

009. MERLOT 2016, PANUL ESTATE, CHILE
Easy drinking, rich and juicy Merlot from the idyllic Colchagua Valley in Central Chile. Chile
has been blessed with near-perfect vine growing conditions and the Colchagua Valley, with its
balmy climate and luminous sunshine yields pure, ripe Merlot. Awash with a real purity of red
fruits and finely toned tannins. .

£22.95

80. MERLOT 2015/16, DOMAINE ST ESTEVE, FRANCE
Supple and juicy, old-vine Merlot from a tiny Languedoc-Roussillon property. The Garcia family
have lived and produced wine at this property on the borders of Minervois for four generations.
Their Merlot is silky and round, exuding soft plum fruit..

£23.95

81. MONTEPULCIANO D'ABRUZZO “ROCCASTELLA” 2015,VILLA BIZZARRI
The Villa Bizzarri winery lives for the Montepulciano grape and terroir, together with help from
oenologist Pierluigi Lorenzetti, they produce a pure, expressive wine with ripe, dark fruit and
a lingering savoury spice.

£25.95

011. PINOT NOIR RESERVA 2015, VINA MAR, CHILE
Ripe fruited, lush round and tasty. Delicious in-fact. Purity and freshness are the keywords
for this soft and fruity Pinot Noir from Casablanca in Chile. .

£27.95

82. MERLOT 2016, BAINSKLOOF ESTATE, SOUTH AFRICA
Bainskloof Merlot shows a lovely interplay of fruit flavours with hints of chocolate and
blackcurrant pastille, rounded off by soft oak. Loads of ripe berry fruit.

£30.95

83. PINOT NERO 2015, LA TUNELLA, FRIULI, ITALY
Italian Pinot Noir! Soft and spicy Pinot Nero with attractive, ripe fruit; from a modern,
family estate in North East Italy. Their Pinot Noir has juicy, crushed raspberry flavours,
with delicate warm spice and shows off the characteristic 'Friulian' weight and elegance.

£32.50

84. BROUILLY 2015, PISSE-VIEILLE, LATHUILIERE GRAVALLON, FRANCE
Domaine Lathuilière-Gravallon is a small, family-run domaine now in its 5th generation. Supple
blueberry fruit sits over rich earthy, mineral notes in this elegant and complex Brouilly.

£36.95

85. PINOT NOIR 2015, ERADUS ESTATE, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
£40.50
Silky smooth, complex flavours and great value for money. This Pinot Noir is almost too good to be true!
The Eradus family winemaking philosophy centres on achieving wines with ripeness, balance and freshness.
This Pinot Noir blends earthy mushroom notes with dark, perfumed fruit and flowers.
86. PSI 2014, BODEGASYVINEDOS ALNARDO, RIBERA DEL DUERO, SPAIN
This is the little brother of the iconic MASSIVELY expensive Pingus. Put simply, this gorgeous
winemaking masterpiece delivers way above its peers. Go on, try it. Your world will never be
the same again!

£50.95

RIPE & FULL
REDS

Bottle

010. CABERNET/CARMENERE 2016, EL CAMPESINO, CHILE
Coffee, chocolate & gentle spice combined with green pepper and hedgerow fruit. From Chile's
Colchagua Valley, this juicy Cabernet-Carmenère blend is packed full of smoky, black fruit.

£23.95

088. PINOT NOIR 2016, LA MUSE DE CABESTANY, FRANCE
£25.95
This example is highly perfumed, elegant forest fruits marry with spice and earthy characteristics.
131. MALBEC, BEEFSTEAK CLUB ESTATE
Vibrant aromas of crunchy red fruits and plum with a lightly spiced finish.
Well-balanced and smooth with soft tannins and a lingering finish.

£28.50

89. CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2012, KIRSTENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA
A firm handshake, but in a velvet glove. A top drawer South African steak partner; a magic mash
up of blackcurrant, vanilla and spice. Lush, ripe and delicious.

£29.50

90. MOUVEDRE/GRENACHE/SHIRAZ 2015, RHEBOKSKLOOF ESTATE, S. AFRICA
This red has the lot, bonfire smoke, vanilla edged red fruits and a sweet spiced character that
consistently over delivers. This is really a South African interpretation of Chateauneuf du Pape.
Heart on the sleeve stuff and so tasty it almost drinks itself.

£32.50

014. MALBEC 2014, BODEGA RUCA MALEN, ARGENTINA
Having the steak... Have the Malbec, a simple rule that won’t let you down. The Upper
Mendoza Valley has gained world wide fame for its stunning, full-bodied reds.

£35.95

091. CHATEAU LA COUROLLE 2014, MONTAGNE ST EMILION, FRANCE
£38.50
Excellent quality and deliciously easy drinking red, a silky and luscious offering from the St Emilion
satellite Montagne St Emilion. Chateau La Courolle produces a smooth, luscious, well-structured wine.
The key flavours are earthy red and black fruit, easy tannins and a pronounced mineral undercurrent.
093. RIOJA RESERVA 2011, BODEGAS ZUGOBER, SPAIN
This wine is bursting with ripe, dark fruit balanced by complex savoury notes of leather and
tobacco. A light top note of vanilla spice gives lift.

£42.50

95. CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE 2013, BEAUCHENE, RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE
£50.95
The Grenache, Syrah and Mourvedre vines used for this Châteauneuf-du-Pape are over 100 years
old and produce perfectly concentrated, spicy, rich wines.

RICH & SPICY
REDS

Bottle

96. CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2014/15, DOMAINE DE SAISSAC, FRANCE
Full, yet elegant red with buckets of juicy blackcurrant character. This delicious southern
French Cabernet is aged in new oak - so expect a super fine cloak of toasty vanilla.

£20.95

97. PINOTAGE 2015, RHEBOKSKLOOF ESTATE, PAARL, SOUTH AFRICA
£29.95
Dark ripe fruit, subtle smoke and ash… A South African headturner displaying mulberry,
blackberry and damson fruit, with that characteristic bonfire smoke finish. For those that are
interested?!? Pinotage was the result of a laboratory get together between Cinsault & Pinot Noir!
98. BARBERA D'ALBA 2015, RAIMONDO, ITALY
Perfumed, seductive Barbera; a dark-fruited beauty, from northern Italy. Silky texture
and fragrant notes of red cherries and sultry forest fruits make it an elegant choice.

£29.95

12. SHIRAZ 2016, HEYWOOD ESTATE, AUSTRALIA
Ripe, elegant, rich and concentrated, spicy dark berries, plum and white pepper.
Beautifully fresh and elegant. This Shiraz is heady and indulgent, yet fresh and smooth.

£30.95

13. RIOJA CRIANZA 2014, BODEGAS ZUGOBER, SPAIN
Classic Rioja from small, quality-focused family winery, Bodegas Zugober, in the prestigious
Rioja Alavesa area. Garnet red in colour with rich plum and dark cherry fruit.

£30.95

125. CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2013, RUCA MALEN, ARGENTINA
Masses of blackcurrant - a large wine indeed. Weighty in the mouth with a delicious
subtle acidity that keeps the fruit in check.

£30.95

099. COTES-DU-RHONE RESERVE 2015, DOMAINE PERRIN, FRANCE
Mini Chateauneuf really, and from the same team that produces the best Chateauneuf on the
planet…Beaucastel. Old vines, sweet bramble fruit and spice.

£30.95

110. BALDRICK SHIRAZ 2013, VONDELING, WELLINGTON, SOUTH AFRICA
£39.95
Forget about your typical Shiraz… Sure, this is dark, smoky, rich and muscular, but with a sensitive
side. Displaying a feminine roundness too. Dark fruit and white pepper notes embellish on the finish.
111. AMARONE CLASSICO 2011, TERRE DI CARIANO, ITALY
£50.95
Brooding and intense, this stunning Amarone, exuding spicy, dark cherry and mocha with fresh,
wild berry notes and a long, sophisticated finish. A big wine that needs partnering with big food…
113. MONT DUTOIT 2008, WELLINGTON, SOUTH AFRICA
Vivid and powerful, dark-fruited and complex. A delicious blend of Cabernet Sauvignon,
Merlot and Shiraz. From one of the most highly regarded boutique wineries in South Africa.

£50.95

ICONIC
REDS

Bottle

126. KINIEN MALBEC 2012, RUCA MALEN, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
From this boutique estate, comes their flagship red which is only produced in exceptional years.
White pepper on the nose and an opulent palate packed with dark cherry, blackcurrant fruit
and a vanilla edge.

£40.95

127. QUIMERA 2013, ACHAVAL FERRER, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
£50.95
From the undisputed master of all things Malbec comes this off piste red. Malbec features heavily,
but so too a touch of Cabernet and Shiraz. This is weird, and wonderful but works brilliantly
with beef.
104. CHATEAU LEOVILLE BARTON, 2011
£99.95
A blend of plum and cherry compote and appetising spice. Silky and opulent, the palate is rich and
intense, complemented by toasted oak - an impressive marriage of innate power and sensual charm.
87. POMMARD, 2014, DOMAINE CYROT-BUTHIAU, BURGUNDY
Its aromas are redolent of blackberry, bilberry, or gooseberry, cherry pit and ripe plum.
Leather, chocolate and pepper on the palate.

£50.95

106. CHATEAU MUSAR 2006, BEKAA VALLEY, LEBANON
Powerful earthy aromas as well as some dried apricot and cherry. On the palate this medium
bodied wine reveals an abundance of rich flavours with notes of orange, mocha and nutmeg.

£65.95

130. L'HOSPITALET DE GAZIN 2011/12, POMEROL, FRANCE
Opaque ruby in colour, this has a darkly full, pungently ripe red fruit nose and a full, dense,
chewy palate which avoids over extraction effortlessly to offer a delicious concentration,
freshness of 'attack' and purity to the finish. From the vineyards next to the fabled
Chateau Petrus.

£80.95

112. BAROLO “LATARTUFAIA” 2011, GIULIA NEGRI, ITALY
A rich, intense and firm colour, this has immediate appeal. The nose is indeed classical with
notes of red and black fruit, cherries and minerals.

£80.95

PUDDING
WINE

Half Bottle

20. MUSCAT DE BEAUMES DEVENISE 2009, DOMAINE COYEAUX, FRANCE
Refreshing and unctuous dessert wine, from Southern Rhône's picturesque village of
Beaumes de Venise. Yves and Catherine Nativelle of Domaine de Coyeux lead the way
with their production of Muscat in this Côtes de Rhône village. This outstanding Vin
Doux Naturel exudes tangy, tropical and citrus flavours with delicate floral notes.

£17.95

21. CHATEAU BRIATTE 2011, SAUTERNES, FRANCE
It's not all that easy to find a value for money Sauternes which delivers on balance.
This is a very pretty wine, enticing on the nose with its blend of flowers, rich ripe fruit
and citrus vitality. The palate offering luxuriant, silky, honeyed opulence but there is a
persistent crisp acidity throughout to balance the palate and to avoid either wayward
unfettered sweetness or weightiness - rather deft and nimble.

£17.95

Bottle

22. ELYSIUM BLACK MUSCAT 2015, ANDREW QUADY, USA
£19.95
Rose petals on the nose, the palate is intense rich and velvety. In 1983, a nearby grower
brought Andrew Quady some Black Muscat grapes that were previously destined for
sacramental wine at a local church. When the church ceased operations, the grower was
left with truckloads of ripe, unwanted Black Muscat. The grower heard through the
grapevine that newcomer Quady had some success with Orange Muscat, so he knocked
on Quady's door, and the rest is history.
23. PEDRO XIMENEZ SOLERA RESERVA NV, EMILIO LUSTAU, SPAIN
Luscious notes of dried figs, chocolate, caramel and coffee. Rich and full-bodied, this
golden brown, viscous Pedro Ximénez offers abundant aromas and flavours of prunes,
raisins, figs, roasted nuts, and exotic spices. Sweet, smooth and luscious on the palate,
it's delicious when sipped or poured over vanilla ice cream.

£35.95

PORT

107. FONSECA GUIMARAENSVINTAGE PORT 1998
In certain years when there is no classic Fonseca Vintage Port, a Guimaraens Vintage Port
may be made instead. When Guimaraens Vintage Ports were first released in the 1930's
they were made in the same years as the classic Fonseca Vintage Ports but blended from
slightly less powerful components, much like the second wines of the Bordeaux châteaux.

£69.95

COCKTAILS

PROVENANCE CLASSIC COCKTAILS
COSMOPOLITAN... £5.95

Citrus Vodka & Cointreau mixed with cranberry juice, fresh lime &
a touch of sugar syrup, finished with a flamed orange.

ESPRESSO MARTINI... £6.95

Kahlua coffee flavoured liqueur, infused with Vodka, fresh coffee &
caramel syrup. Shaken hard to give a coffee creme.

BLOODY MARY... £6.95

Vodka, tomato juice and Worcester sauce with Tabasco, lemon juice,
a hint of chilli & celery, spiced to your liking.

PINA COLADA... £6.95

Coconut Rum shaken with milk, cream, lime juice,
pineapple juice & white rum.

TOM COLLINS... £5.95

Gin mixed with sugar syrup fizz, fresh lemon juice and soda

MOSCOW MULE... £6.95

A generous measure of Vodka blended with fresh limes
& ginger beer with a dash of angostura bitters

PROVENANCE SEASONAL COCKTAILS
YORKSHIRE COUNTRY GARDEN... £6.95

A blend of fresh cucumber & lime muddled with mint, brown sugar,
elderflower liqueur & Hendricks Gin.Topped with ice & apple juice.

PEAR BERRY SOUR... £6.50

Amaretto, pear liqueur, blackberries, raspberries & cranberry juice.

CINNAMON BERRY FIZZ... £7.50

Peach, cinnamon & Chambord, topped with Prosecco.

CUCUMBER & ELDERFLOWER FIZZ... £6.95

Fresh cucumber, Hendricks Gin & elderflower liqueur topped
with apple juice & Prosecco

CHOCOLATE ORANGE MARTINI... £6.00
Cointreau, chocolate liqueur, milk & a dash of cream.

THE PROVENANCE
INNS & HOTELS
COLLECTION

The Carpenters Arms

The Oak Tree Inn

The Punch Bowl Inn

Black Bull Inn

www.provenanceinns.com

